Triplet repeats in human genome: distribution and their association with genes and other genomic regions.
Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) or microsatellite repeats are found abundantly in many prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes. Among SSRs, triplet repeats are of special significance because some of them have been linked to various genetic disorders. The objective of the study is to analyze the triplet repeats of complete human genome and to identify the genes that contain the triplet repeats in their coding region. The analysis will help us to identify the candidate genes that have potential for repeat expansion. We have analyzed triplet repeats in the complete human genome from the publicly available sequences. Our analysis revealed that AGC and CCG repeat were predominantly present in the coding regions of the genome while UTRs and the upstream sequences contained CCG repeats in relative abundance. Analysis of density of triplet repeats (bp/Mb) revealed that AAT and AAC were the abundant repeats whereas ACT and ACG were the rare repeats found in human genome. We could identify about 2135 known or predicted genes that were associated with at least one of the triplet repeat types. A large proportion of putative transcripts that were identified by gene finding programs were found to be associated with triplet repeats. These transcripts will be the candidate genes for analysis of triplet repeat expansion and a possible association with disease phenotypes. Identification of 171 genes which contain a minimum of ten repeat units will be of particular interest in future in correlating their association with any disease phenotype due to the expansion potential of repeats present in them. The list of genes and other details of analysis are given in the online supplementary data (http://www.ingenovis.com/tripletrepeats).